
 

 

‘Saviour’ Advanced Sporty Safety Shoes comes with excellent design and unique cleats offering protection against any 

slip or trip hazard on wet work surfaces. Midsole Kevlar offers protection against oil and mild acid spills. This shoe is hav-

ing Composite toe cap which is impact resistant. These are light weight shoes which provide optimum safety and com-

fort by reducing the loss of concentration due to fatigue at work floor. With sued leather, Sport Print Pattern gives Casu-

al look and comfort. It is has unique feature like Anti-Puncture and Anti-Pressure Comfort. 

 FPSAV-AS 

General Description: 

  Advanced Sporty Safety Shoes 



 

 

FPSAV-AS 

Type: Low Cut.  

Upper: KPU + PU.  

Midsole: Kevlar  

Lining: Breathable mesh Outsole: EVA+ Rubber 

Toecap: Plastic toe 

 AUTOMOBILE INDUSTRY  

 CEMENT PLANT  

 PROCESS PLANT  

 PESTICIDES PLANT  

 PHARMACEUTICALS  

 CHEMICAL PLANT  

 

 Airport Friendly 

 Puncture Resistance 

 Anti-slippery  

 Extra strong with composite toe cap 

 Extra comfort with Anti-pressure 

 Midsole made up of kevlar 

 Tested as per EN Standards. 



 

 

FIRE MEN BOOTS 

Fire Boots are a must for protection of feet and lower legs  normally used by Firemen while in operations of Rescue or Fire 

Fighting. 

Fire men Boots are made out of light yet Strong Rubber material with cleated Rubber sole for providing anti slip properties. 

They have long necks and come with steel Toe and unique Kevlar Plate at the bottom for external protection. They are 

lined for comfort from the inside and are sturdy in structure. The whole Boot including soles are tested  for Penetration 

Resistance (Whole Footwear With Non-metallic Anti-Penetration Insert) for 1100N.  

 

Compliance 

Certified to  EN ISO 20345: 2011. 

Penetration Resistance –as per EN ISO 20344:2011. (5.8.3) 

CE Certified in accordance with article 13 of PPE directive 89/686/EEC. 

 

  

BP FGB 

General Description: 



 

 

‘Saviour’ Executive Pro Safety Shoes comes with excellent design and unique cleats offering protec-

tion against any slip or trip hazard on wet work surfaces. This shoe is having steel toe cap which is 

impact resistant. Formally design with safety feature in it. These are light weight shoes which pro-

vide optimum safety and comfort by reducing the loss of concentration due to fatigue at work 

floor. With sued leather, office wear Pattern gives Professional look and comfort. It is has unique 

feature like Anti-Puncture and Anti-Pressure Comfort. 

 FPSAV-EPS 

General Description: 

Executive Pro Safety Shoes 



 

 

FPSAV-EPS 

Type: Low Cut.  

Upper: Split cow leather  

Midsole: NO 

Lining: Breathable mesh  

Toecap: Steel toe cap 

Black color lace 

 General Handling of abrasive and sharp edged materials 

 Automotive Industry  

 Cement Plant 

 Carpentry Work 

 Chemical Plant 

 Pharmaceutical 

 

 Professional look with safety feature. 

 Puncture Resistance 

 Anti-slippery  

 Extra strong with steel toe cap 

 Extra comfort with Anti-pressure 

 Light weight 

 Tested as per EN Standards. 



 

 

Dual Density ‘Low Ankle’ Shoes  

‘Saviour’ Low Ankle Dual Density PU sole Safety Shoes are made from full  leather with thickness 

of 1.8 - 2.1 mm.  These hoes are having steel toe with impact resistance and compression re-

sistance up to 15KN. Ergonomically compact design provides ample comfort and reduced fatigue to 

the wearer even after being worn for long duration.  The tongue is soft padded for extra comfort 

and heel counter for abrasion resistance. Sweat absorbing liner is provided with a soft cushion in 

sole. 

FTSAV SLAD 

IS 15298 & Tested as per EN Standards  

under Manufacturing License 

Color 

Black 

Size 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 

General Description: 

Compliance 



 

 

General Description: 

 Saviour Lion Single Density  

FTSAV-LN 

‘Saviour’ Industrial Single Density Low Ankle Shoes are with excellent design and unique cleats offering protection 

against Oil Resistance , Genuine Leather , shock Absorption , Anti slip, These are light weight shoes which provide 

optimum safety and comfort by reducing the loss of concentration due to fatigue at work floor.  



 

 These shoes are having  steel toe with oil resistance a Ergonomically Compact design  

 Provide ample comfort and reduced fatigue to the wearer even     after being worn for 
long duration. The tongue part  

 is soft. 

 padded for extra com  fort and heel counter is for petrol and chemical resistance and an-
ti slip 

 

 Carpentry Work 

 General Handling of abrasive and sharp edged materials 

 Mechanical Industry use  

 Automotive  Industry etc. 

 FTSAV-LN 

  Saviour  low  Ankle  PU Single density  Sole  Safety  Shoes  are  made  from  full  leather
 with thickness of 1.8 - 2.1 mm. 

 ISI MARK



 

 

‘Saviour’ Super fit Sporty Ladies Safety Shoes comes with excellent design and unique cleats offering protection against 

any slip or trip hazard on wet work surfaces. Specially design for ladies comfort with safety features. This shoe is having 

steel toe cap which is impact resistant. These are light weight shoes which provide optimum safety and comfort by re-

ducing the loss of concentration due to fatigue at work floor. With sued leather, Sport Print Pattern gives Casual look and 

comfort. It is has unique feature like Anti-Puncture and Anti-Pressure Comfort. 

 FPSAV-SFL 

General Description: 

Super fit Sporty Ladies Safety  Shoes 



 

 

FPSAV-SFL 

Type: Low Cut.  

Upper: : Nubuck leather  

Midsole: NO 

Lining: Breathable mesh  

Toecap: Steel toe 

 AUTOMOBILE INDUSTRY  

 CEMENT PLANT  

 PROCESS PLANT  

 PESTICIDES PLANT  

 PHARMACEUTICALS  

 CHEMICAL PLANT  

 

 Puncture Resistance 

 Anti-slippery  

 Extra strong with steel toe cap 

 Extra comfort with Anti-pressure 

 Light weight 

 Extra ordinary look with safety features. 

 Tested as per EN Standards. 
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